Good Morning, Beautiful Business
“it’s not what we’re fighting against but what we’re fighting for. We advocate for localized, small-scale renewable energy production. The same with food production, localized and sustainable.”
Taking responsibility for a place is the first step in building a sustainable economy.
There is no such thing as one sustainable business. We can only be part of a sustainable system.
Social Change Begins with Non-Cooperation with the system
Do Unto Others
As ye would have them
Do Unto You
The Golden Rule

He who has the gold makes the rules
Rising Inequality

The ship is sinking, the ship is sinking!

Oh yeah? For the bottom rungs maybe.

USS INEQUALITY

The rich

The middle class

The poor
Environmental Degradation
Balance of head and heart
Grow or Die!
Invasive Species!
Growing deeper in place
Reimagining Growth

- Increase knowledge
- Expand consciousness
- Deepen relationships
- Develop creativity
- Build community
- Have more fun!
George Washington slept here.
A global network of sustainable local economies
Local self-reliance in food, water, energy builds the foundation for world peace.
Decentralized Ownership
Farm-to-Table
Dirt-to-Shirt
Forest-to-Furniture
Sun-to-Socket
Botanicals-to-Body
Receiving a Living Return

Local Investing
Build an inclusive community with prosperity for all
Change public policy to support local economies
Get money out of politics!
Moving from Me to We

Every-man-for-himself ➔ Community Self-reliance

Competition ➔ Cooperation

Hoardding ➔ Sharing

Fear ➔ Love
Legacy
HALT CLIMATE CHANGE NOW!
Collective Joy
We all belong to the vibrant community of life on Earth
Lead with Love